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Music

And Sunshine Turn Into A Nightmare
by Gold Rush Productions,
drew a crowd of an
estimated 20,000 people,
who turned out to watch the
performances of Elvin
Bishop, Canned Heat
Buddy
Miles,
and
Fleetwood Mac. Scores

editor's note: The Stockton Police
pepartment refused to divulge any
information to The Pacifican
concerning the activities that took
place at the concert, due to an
impending "investigation" into the
incidences. The following story is
therefore based on comments mad
during a press conference by
concert producer Bob Strand and
observations contributed at a
i Stockton City Council meeting.

of people were injured as a
result of the violence,
including many policemen.
Approximately, 86 arrests
were made. Lasting almost
nine hours, the concert was
plagued with rock and
bottle throwing outside' of
the ball park late in the day.
Shortly before 7 p.m.
tear gas was fired into the

A day of
warm
sunshine and live musical
entertainment ended in a
melee of bottle throwing
and tear gas at a rock
concert held at Billy Hebert
Field last Sunday, April 29.
The concert, promoted
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By JOHN LYNCH

massive
crowd
of
spectators on the field
causing them to flee in
panic.
Numbers of people
have criticized the actions
taken by police. City
Manager Elder Gunter has
launched an investigation
into incidences that took
place. Gunter has already
commended the Stockton
police for their "excellent
job".
At a press conference,
Tuesday, May 1, Bob
Strand, director of Gold
Rush Productions, told
reporters how he kept a
constant watch on what was

going on inside and outside
the ball park throughout the
day:
"There were really no
serious incidences until
about 5:40 p.m. when a
bottle was thrown from the
outside of the stadium at
some policemen and an
individual
they
had
apprehended.
Then
everybody on the outside
seemingly started throwing
things,
not only at
policemen but at just about
anybody and anything."
"The situation grew
extremely critical outside
the ball park. When I went
back to the staee around

6 p.m. to introduce
Fleetwood Mac, I saw
people throwing bottles
from the bleachers to
outside of the ball park. The
police went up there and the
throwing stopped. Still,
things were really getting
out of hand outside," said
Strand.
"At 6:45 p.m. a
policemen came up to me
and said they were going to
'shut this thing down'. The
drummer for Fleetwood S
Mac wanted to do one
more song and the officer
agreed but to make it
quick'.
Continued on Page 14
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S.OOO people turned out to watch Elvin Bishop, Canned Heat, Buddy
Miles and Fleetwood Mac.

Job Prospects For College
Graduates Look

Job prospects for students
Wuating from college this
dng are better than at any
Is in the last four years.
According to a report
•teased April 3 by the Carnegie
Emission
on
Higher
•'"cation, the job market for
"ege graduates in both 1972
® 1973 indicates that the poor
prospects facing college
'"•hates in 1970 and 1971 were
arge part associated with the
"Domic recession of those
fars.
The report warns, however,
51 't is still difficult to find jobs
school teachers and college
members. The overall
"rket for college graduates,
before is reported not to be as
°rable as it was in the 1960s,
en graduates could pick and
,()se among a
number of
"active job offers.
The report revealed that the
|rPest increases in the number
L offers this spring are in the
.''Peering field, and that
^ages are beginning to
"Ppear in certain specialties
"rding to a recent report of

the College Placement Council,
there has also been a decided
improvement in the market for
students
with
scientific
specialities that are related to
engineering.
Women will have le/er
teaching opportunities than in
the past, but more opportunities
in health care. College-educated
black women will be among the
most favored prospective
employees in all fields as
employers seek to make
adjustments to achieve greater
representation of minorities on
their payrolls.
The Commission recom
mends in its report that
institutions of higher learning
and governmental agencies
concerned with educational
policy refrain from taking panic
measures
because
some
graduates are unable to find fully
suitable jobs. Specifically, the
commission urges that no etlorts
be
made
to
restrict
undergraduate opportunities to
enroll in college or to receive
student aid.

Dedication, creative ideas
and leadership are the qualities
needed to make next years'
ASUOP an organization that
works for the students.
Directorships and other positions
in ASUOP for the 73-74 school
year have been selected by newly
elected student body president
Sue Harlan.
Those students who serve
directorships are guaranteed a
salary which is equivalent to at
least one third of tuition. Each
position
requires
different
amounts of manpower hours,
varying from twenty to thirty
hours per week.
As Director of Academic

By LESLIE A. KAPP
Affairs, newly chosen Karen
Moore is the chief representative
of the students to the University
community in all areas of
academic affairs: and is the
chairman of
the Senate
Academic Affairs Committee,
which coordinates the activities
of students on University
committees.
It
is
Art Smokes
responsibility as the Director of
the Social Commission to aide in
preparing the budget, as well as
scheduling, coordinating, and
advertising a well-balanced
social program. Also involved in
creating enjoyable entertain
ment for the students is

m *TV*.

Lee Rosenberg, the Director of
the
Forum
on
National
Priorities. It is Rosenberg's duty
to coordinate ASUOP-funded
programs. He is responsible for
developing and executing a
viable speakers program and
informing the Stockton
community
about
Forum
programs.
Heading up the
Office of Information is John
Reinhardt. He is a member of the
ASUOP Senate Communications
which, helps
Committee
coordinate the functions of
ASUOP-funded communications
media.
The Chief Justice presides
Continued on Page 14
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Offensive Line coach Jim Colletto gives a friendly word of advice to players in preparation for the
alumni football game May 6. at 1:30p.m.
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IIOP Student Attends
Cherry Blossom Festival

Miss Lourdes Duenas Calvo

Miss Lourdes Duenas Catvo,
a pharmacy student at UOP,
recently
represented
the
Territory of Guam during the
1973 Cherry Blossom Festival in
Washington D.C.
Calvo is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer B. Calvo of
Aquana, Guam. She graduated
from George Washington High
School in Guam as Valedictorian
in 1970 which earned her a
scholarship
from
the
government ol Guam. She
entered UOP as a pharmacy
major and is now in her third
year.
Calvo is serving her
internship at Sharp Memorial
Hospital in San Diego. Her hopes

are to receive her Bachelor ol
Science Degree in Pharmacy in
April, 1974, and to go on for her
Doctorate of Pharmacy.
Along
with
girls
representing the U.S. s states
and territories, Calvo joined with
the thousand's of others who
come to Washington each year to
celebrate the coming to Spring.
The Cherry Blossom Festi
val originated lrom Japan s gilt,
sixty-one years ago, of 2000
cherry trees as a sign of
friendship between the two
nations. Each year, Washington
welcomes her guests and
celebrates the continuing
friendship symbolized by the
cherry blossoms.

Jazz Concert Tonight
The UOP Jazz Band swings
into action tonight at the
Scottish Rite Temple, 33 W.
Alpine Avenue, at 8:15 p.m. In
their annual spring jazz band
concert. The twenty peice
aggregation of talent is set to
perform charts by Count Basie,
Don Menze, Bob Soder, Peggy
Salmen, Bob Secor, and Matt
Schon, among others.
The music likely to grab you
ranges from Menza's Groovin'
Hard (the opener) and Basie's

Blues in Hoss Flat to a Bach
Fugue arranged by trumpeter
Bob Secor. The spectrum
includes blues, standards such as
Luv For Sale, and hard driving
"Straight Ahead" material in
addition to a rock composition by
lead tenor saxophonist Gordon
Giedt.
Tickets for tonight jazz band
performance are available at the
"Caboose" record store on
campus, and at the door at the
temple entrance.

Simple,
straight-forward,
classic—out of step
with today's
throwaway culture.
Refillable cartridge,
ballpoint or fiber tip
marker in basic tan
or navy blue.
$198: not bad for a pen
you may use the
rest of your life.

$1.98

Experience Asia
At Cultural Fair

The Asian Alliance, The
United
Pilipino
Students
Association, The Saian Serice
Organization, and ASUOP will
present the Asian Cultural Affair
on May 4 and 5. This will be the
first Asian Cultural Affair to be
held in Northern Calironia and
will be free to the public.
"The purpose of this
program," said cultural affair
chairman Kelly Ki'ttagawa, "is
to
further
the
cultural
understanding
in
the
community, and to expose
Pacific students to the Asian
culture."
The two day program
includes a series of cultural
events beginning with a dance
tonight, from 9 p.m. - 1 a.m., in
Callison Dining Hall. Music will
be provided by Sand, a
contemporary group from San
Francisco. There will also be an
Asian light show entitled "The
Red Lanter." The show will
include a short film strip
exploring the Asian Culture.
Saturday May 5, "Cultural
Day," will present exotic Asian
foods, floral, calligraphy, and
self defense displays.
Activities for Saturday will
begin at 10 a.m. in Anderson
Dining Hall where Mrs. J. Pierce
and her students will present a
Ichiban floral demonstration.
Anderson will also house a
calligraphy and Chinese art
display provided by Mrs. Marie
Shao and her students.
From 11 a.m.-12 noon,
Warren Furtani, a professor of
Asian studies at UCLA, will
speak on Anderson Y's south

lawn. The topic of his discussion
will be "The Asian American
Today."
Asian foods will be served
from 12 noon - 2 p.m. in front of
Bawn Hall. The assorted foods
include
bar-b-cued
chicken
terryaki, su-shi, chow mien
roast pig, and other specialties!
The food is free of charge and wili
be served again from 5 - 7 p.m. at
the same location.
The McKinley Elementary
Dance Troupe will put on a show
from 1 - 2 p.m. under the direction
of Mrs. France Rilloraza.
Following this there will be a
show put on by Miss Ann
Tanimoto and her students
entitled "The Three Faced
Dane." This is featured from 2 - 3
p.m.
The lawn in front of ASUOP
will be the scene for several
demonstrations on Asian self
defense arts. The art of Judo will
be displayed by Mr. Yasuhiro
Watanabe, a Pacific instructor,
from 3-3:30 p.m. From 3:30-4
p.m. Mr. Rodney Hu will perform
a karate show; Mr. Hu runs the
Do Goju Kai Karate studio of
Stockton. Tai Chi, a variation of
Kung Fu will be demonstrated
from 4 - 4:30 p.m. by Mr. C.H.
Sheng. From 4:30 - 5 p.m.
Escrima, a Pilipino self defense
art will be displayed by Mr.
Angel Cabales.
The cultural affair will close
with Asian films and slide show
by Mr. Peter Wong. The film can
be viewed in the Anderson Y
Cinema from 5-7 p.m.

STOCKTON GARDEN
APARTMENTS
Now Accepting Applications For

MARRIED STUDENTS
CHILDREN WELCOME

$94.3 0
AND UP INCLUDING

ALL UTILITIES
1 & 2 BEDROOMS
FULL CREDIT CHECK AND INCOME .LIMITS
• ALL ELECTRIC KITCHENS
• WALL TO WALL CARPETS
• AIRC0NDITIONING
• WALK IN CLOSETS
• DRAPES

IDEALLY LOCATED TWO BLOCKS NORTH OF UOP
AND SJDC BETWEEN PACIFIC AVE. AND PERSHING
AVE.
1025 ROSEMARIE LANE
Equal Opportunity Housing

CALL 478-0198

4,1973

Golf, tennis, biking or v
about. Knobby's great collection of
culottes and skirts with shorts. Two
examples: shortie cotton-polyester
seersucker plaid with matching short*
$12; cotton ribbed tank top $6. Front
zipped, back pocketed cotton-polyester
Cue skirt with hidden matching shorta
and bold diagonal stripes of hot pink
and white on blue $26; leno stitched
sleeveless shirt $16.

2019 Pacific Ave.

May 4, 1973
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Successful
were contacted through this
program. Their response to
Pacific's interest in them was
very positive.
The
present enrollment
program at Pacific has been
going full force since Feburary.
Along with the Easter week
project the program involves the
visitation of fifty five of
California's junior colleges.
As part of the same project
faculty members from most
every department at UOP have
been phoning applicants whose
major field of interest lie in their
respective departments.

Y PORTAFTLL TYPIWRITIRS
TILCTRIC ADOINO MACHINIS
BINT—TO OWN
I — all rent applied on purchase.

I paid for or return any time.
- No gimmicks —No Interest.

a Downtown—24t E Miner
• liacelfl Cwiter Hortk
• lod»—107 W. MM St
Opaa Oil • p.m. Moo. > Thur. Sat till I
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straight-forward,
classic-out of step
with today's
throwaway culture.
Refiliable cartridge,
ballpoint orfiber tip
marker in basic tan
or navy blue.
$1.98: not bad for a pen
you may use the
rest of your life.
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0OP Speech & Hearing
Center Sets Coupon Drive
Wanted:
400,000 Betty
Crocker coupon points.
Reason: A new piece of
equipment for the Speech and
Hearing Center at UOP.
Dr. Kenneth Perrin, director
0f the center, explained today
diat under an agreement with
general Mills, the company will
provide an impedance bridge for
testing facilities at the center in
exchange for the 400,000 coupon
points. (Each coupon is worth a
certain number of points, so the

Waldie
To Explore
National Issues
Congressman Jerome B.
Waldie (Democrat, Antioch),
announced
candidate
for
Governor of California in 1974,
will be on the UOP campus to
speak on major issues of concern
such as Watergate and feedom of
the press on Monday at Wendell
Phillips Center, Room 140, at 3
p.m.
Waldie was the former
Majority Floor Leader of the
California State Assembly until
his election to Congress in 1966.
In 1970, Congressman Waldie's
efforts to unseat then-Speaker
John
McCormack
drew
nationwide attention to the
weaknesses of the Congressional
Seniority System.
Pacifican is a publication of the
issociatijd Students, University of the
Pacific snd ispublished weekly during the
academic year. Entered as second-class
(natter October 24,1924 at the Post Office,
Stockton, California, under the Act of
March 3, 1897. Subcription $3.00 per
year
Telephone 946-2114. Member
College Press Service and National
Educational Advertising Services, 360
Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10017.
All material copyright The Pacifican 1973.

QUARTER FLIGHTS

EUROPE
BRUSSELS
ROUND TRIP

ONE WAY

SPECIAL

LOW AIR FARES ON
NTER-EUR0PEAN FLIGHTS
ISRAEL > AFRICA - ASIA
ALSO

AVAILABLE

INTERNATIONAL I.D. CARDS
STUDENT EUR0RAIL PASSES
These flights are open to
Students, Faculty, Staff
Employees, and their
immediate family.

CALL NOW . . .

(415) 392-8512
.DETACH AND MAIL TODAY_

CHARTER FLIGHTS INT.
995 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
^'ease mail me information on flights

^ame:

—

Address:
Ejty, State. Zip:

'

total coupons needed are
somewhat less than the 400 000
figure.)
According to Dr. W. Barry
West of the center staff, the piece
of equipment needed is used in
the evaluation of certain
functions of the ear and is
particularly
valuable
in
supplementing other audiological information as it
related to the classification of
hearing loss. "Our primary
interest is in using the unit tohelp
in the evaluation of the ear's
function in infants and children,"
he explained.
Perrin added that outdated
coupons will be accepted as part
of the drive. He also noted that
with the center serv ing the entire
Stockton area, all local residents
who contribute coupon points
will be aiding their community
because there is only one other
similar piece of equipment in San
Joaquin County - and that is at a
physician's office in Stockton.
Persons who are interested
in the project should contact the
Speech and Hearing Center in
Stockton at 946-2381.
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^Pacific Promoters' Successful
The
Easter
week
promotional program, designed
to stimulate interest in
prospective Pacific students, is
felt by those who participated to
have been highly succesful.
The project involved current
Pacific students, who contacted
prospective students in their
home towns. Most students who
were contacted were already
accepted to the University.
The program, headed by
Michael Marks, is part of the
enrollment program initiated
this September by Elmer
Wagner, Dean of Admissions.
Marks is a recent Raymond
graduate and is working closely
with the admissions office.
The 75 Pacific students who
worked
on
the
Easter
promotional program
were
breifed by Marks and Leslie
Medford, associate Dean of
Admissions.
The 75 Pacific students who
worked
on
the
Easter
promotional program
were
briefed by Marks and Leslie

Medford, associate Dean ot
Admissions.
Contacting was done via
telephone calls, parties and
luncheon dates. It was reported
by those who participated that
the program was enlightning,
that it inspired new students, and
that it afforded them the
opportunity to ask many
questions about Pacific. Most
participants contacted about ten
people and said that they would
have enjoyed speaking to many
more students.
Students ranging in area
from Hawaii to Washington D.C.

were contacted through this
program. Their response to
Pacific's interest in them was
very positive.
The present enrollment
program at Pacific has been
going full force since Feburary.
Along with the Easter week
project the program involves the
visitation of fifty five of
California's junior colleges.
As part of the same project
faculty members from most
every department at UOP have
been phoning applicants whose
major field of interest lie in their
respective departments.

NEW PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
NEW ELECTRIC ADOINO MACHINES
RINT—TO OWN

S10 per month — all rent applied on purchase.
Keep until paid for or return any time.
No tricks — No gimmicks —No Interest.
MOMAHMAMt

tockton
sJPrt>ewriiter Ca

• Downtown—24ft E Miner
O liecola Canter North
• LoNi—117 W. Plaa St.

Next to Payieao • • Open till • p.m. Men. - Thur. lot till I

ROCKED OUT
The hasty over-reaction by the police to spray tear gas at the
unsuspecting crowd during the concert at Billy Herbert Field last
weekend was a dangerous and unwarranted action. The irritating
fumes were pumped into the well-behaved audience of 17,000 sfter'a
bottle-throwing skirmish with police took place in the park outside the

opinion
A Living Hell

No matter what any of you
may have swallowed from the
media concerning the riot at
As Bob Strand, head of Goldrush productions and producer of the Billy Hebert Field last Sunday,
concert reported at a Wednesday press conference, There wasn t one'fact can NEVER be twisted,
any trouble going on inside the ball park." The police tear-gassed
concealed, or, God help us,
17,000 innocent people who were totally unaware of the bottle- forgotten;
Twenty thousand
throwing outside.
joyously
assembled
human
When the bottle-throwing broke out, Strand was prepared to beings were tear gassed, without
announce the end of the concert and to direct the crowd to use exists any warning whatsoever, into a
away from the isolated trouble spot outside. Instead, the police hysterical frenzy, as
stepped in, shut off the P. A. system's power during Fleetwood Mac's realized they were trapped inside
performance and pumped the obnoxious tear gas into the crowd.
a living hell.
The shock and panic created by the tear gas sent the crowd
If you were there, you know
stampeding out of the park at any available exit. Members of the it's true; if you weren t, I pity
audience lost shoes, purses and blankets and suffered from cuts and you. Stockton may be your home
injuries when they streamed out of the field.
someday, but not mine.
The police's rash decision to spray tear gas irrita.ted the situation
George B. Wilson
and blew a relatively small skirmish wide open. No warning was
given to the well-behaved crowd and it appeared, as Strand said, to be Senior,
Maintain Sanity
a "planned assault of gas on the people."
I'm a straight forward
As a member of the audience and an observer of the police s
unj ustif ied reaction to the situation, I condemn their use of tear gas to person so I'll get straight to the
disperse the crowd. An orderly dispersal could have been point.
Presently
I'm
accomplished if Fleetwood Mac had completed their set and Strand incarcerated at McNeil Island
had instructed the crowd to use the exits on the right-hand side of the Federal Prison. At the time of my
arrest I was attending college
ball park.
Unfortunately, the repercussions of last Sunday's incident did and plan to go back when
not stop with watering eyes and a few bruises. The unannounced tear released.
I'm seeking correspondence
gassing revealed to 17,000 that the police can ignite a riot just as much
with any females attending
as motor-cycle gangs.
The people who experienced the
gassing, including college and I need your
many young children, must have questioned the police's actions. assistance. Correspondence
Their attitudes toward the police, I'm sure, were greatly modified. helps a young man to maintain
Even admitted conservatives in the crowd accused the police of his sanity and it also helps time
pass by.
brutality.
You can help me by placing a
Of course, the events at the ball park hold unfavorable
implications regarding future outdoor rock concerts. Compared to few lines in the school paper for
last year's Ten Years After concert the crowd was extremely well- me along with my name and
behaved; there were no serious drug cases or violence inside the ball address.
All your efforts will be
park. However, the bottle-throwing outside and the police's overreaction made the concert look like another "hippie filled, drug orgy appreciated.
I hope you are not bias as far
riddled with violence," to the city of Stockton. The police truly
as
convicts
are concerned; for
created a mountain out of a mole hill.
we
are
not
disastrous beings.
By DAYNA PETERSEN
Thank you for your time.
Percy Brazier
Box No. 1000
Steilacoom, Wash.
98388

perspective

A recent article in The Christian Science Monitor made an
attempt to lump American youth into one big stereotype. According
to the Monitor survey, "They (youth) are both cautious and cynical
about politics. They want to make money and have a good time."
"Instead of worrying about such things as Civil rights and foreign
wars, the trend is for young people to start enjoying life again.
Basically the survey states, "They (the youth) are weary of such
'cosmic' issues as Vietnam, civil rights, and the draft. They ane
reassessing the effect of political confrontation.
"What's all the fuss about Watergate?" said one East Coast
student. "It's just politics." Another said, "I haven t thought much
about the bombing of Cambodia."
Whatever this new apathy means in specific terms for the future
is difficult to ascertain, but for the present it shows the renewed
American tradition that politics is a dirty business and is better left to
those poor souls who are destined to be "involved.'
It is certain that many politicians are pleased with the survey and
if in effect it is true that America's youth is turning inward, we can
expect the same old story from our government.
Apathy is a much overused term, however it is very applicable in
the terms of good government. Cesare Lombroso once stated, The
ignorant man always adores what he cannot understand." It is this
blind faith, that everything will turn out all right, that leads to serious
mistakes on election day. We are without issues at election time.
Those issues that do exist are lost in fancy campaign strategies,
compliments of the ad firms.
It is not entirely the fault of youth that apathy exists in the field of
politics. Our government has grown so big that many feel it is
untouchabie. As one student said, "Reform is hard work.
Before we leave for the summer and jump on surfboards with a
can of beer and enjoy, disturbing events will occur. That is nothing
new. Ignoring the unpleasant things only prolongs the unfairness of
social inequality and the horror of war, it doesn't end their existence.
"A thing moderately good is not so good as it ought to be. Moderation
in temper is always a virtue; but moderation in principle is always a
vice." Thomas Paine.
By STEPHEN SMITH

Honor Code
It has come to our attention
that the honor code of our school
has not been completely
successful in promoting the
characters and integrities of the
students of Pacific.
Because of the way our
society
has
molded
oar
environment, we have become so
concerned with our own personal
gains that we may well lose sight
of effects that our actions may
have on others. We are too
concerned with being "number
1" and will stoop to any action in
order to attain this ranking.
The honor code was set up in
order to promote the integrity of
Pacific students, and it can also
serve as a means of changing this
"dog eat dog'' type of
environment that we live in.
Students
should
be
concerned enough with their own
education to be more than willing
to follow our honor code.

You will be better off when
you graduate and will soon see
that your efforts were a very
valuable investment in your
future. Learn to have a little
more pride in your school, and
your own abilities.
Lonnie LaBel
Susan Spencer

Guest Editorial

The Problems with Covell
We, the undersigned members of the ninth graduating class of
Elbert Covell College, wish to put before the public eye the following
statement of what we feel to be the key problems facing Covell.
statemei
QUALITY OF STUDENTS
The Administration's recent moves to insure the improvementof
academic standards at the faculty level appear sound: The standards
problem at the student level persists.
The poor student presents a particularly serious problem in a
small college like Covell: adversely affecting the achievement of his
fellow students and the output of his professors. We feel there are two
types of poor students in Covell: one who pays full tuition and feels
that he may therefore do or not as he pleases, and the student with a
scholarship who feels no responsibility beyond the maintainence of
the grade average required to keep his scholarship. Both types of poor
student are the product of a misguided admissions policy on the part
of the University. The poor student who pays his own way, however,
does not at the same time pay for his damage to the academic
standards of the school. The student who receives a scholarship is
given an opportunity to work, not a license to goof off.
A greater investment of time and effort, perhaps even money, in
recruitment is a large part of the solution. Covell should not admit
those who can pay but who do not pay off in terms of academic
standards By the same token, those who cannot pay should pay
dividends in academic ability. Perhaps the solution is a broadening of
competition for those scholarships which we can afford to offer, with
our aid awards based less upon personalistic criteria and more upon
the need and ability of the students. Perhaps greater emphasis should
be placed upon do-funding schemes in cooperation with public and
private agencies in the Latin-American countries.
CURRICULUM
Covell's academic objective is the training of "Inter-American
Professionals," an objective which seems logical only within the
framework of languages and the social sciences. Covell should
concentrate in these fields if it seeks to foster academic excellence
and to maintain its uniqueness. Covell simply can not be all things to
all persona, the presently diffuse energies and resources of the school
must be channeled and focussed. We suggest the trimming of courses
and in public administration, and the teaching of English or Spanish
as a second language from the curriculum.
ATMOSPHERE
Covell's unique learning environment derives its durability and
strength from the multiplicity of nationalities and cultures cultures
represented in our student body and faculty. Let us recogniz
however that precisely the same multiplicity may be a force tor
division and fragmentation if it is not channelled into constructive
interchange of ideas and impressions. It is our impression that at
present the institutional trend may be toward division an
fragmentation. Perhaps the trend is an inevitable result of a mas
emigration from the campus, begun with the emancipation o
students moving off campus probably will not be stemmed. Studen
the atmosphere of a penal colony than of an institution of ig
learning, anyway. Short of a minor economic miracle, the tide
students moving off campus probably will not be stemmed. Stu en
attention must be focussed on campus by vigorous use of on ^
Covell's most important resources: its low student/faculty ^aU0:..s
Covell's unique learning environment is to remain a reality, C°va
faculty and student government must provide vigorous leaders
outside the classroom in social and academic events.
,
Covell is a brilliant idea.* We call upon the students, facul y
administration to act to achieve the full potential of that idea. 0
has given us much; it could give much, much more.
Frank Bracho
Robert Black
Minor Vargas
jUan Verdi
Rodrigo Zulueta
Ingrid Lind
Bobbie Spurlock
Vally Schlesinge
Dale Young
Ponce PiersojL
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It s That Time Again

WHAT

THIS SCORE
MEAN ?

BY DAREN MCGAVREN
As second semester nears its
each student finds that he
jjust consider two inversely
proportionate factors in deciding
L, to spend the bulk of his time
during the remaining weeks of
ll,e school year. One of those
[actors is the weather. As the
Stockton climate glides through
its pleasant transitory state
between the
the chilly early
spring and the hot summer, the
temptation of each student to
passively
neglect
academic
responsibility is ever-present.
Since the desire to neglect
work of any kind is foremost in
our minds, it is only fitting that
course instructors should begin
wrapping up their semester
topics (at which time it may
occur to some of us just what the
point of the course is) so that they
may impose upon their students
the haunting prospect of final
exams.
Thus, as one strolls through
the UOP campus, he cannot help
but
notice
the
general
atmosphere
of
academic
endeavor reflecting from each
en(j>

Does

student who struggles to retain
organize the kernels of
wisdom he has accumulated
hroughout the semester. The
facial expressions of serious
intent to study, sometime in the
near future, of each volleyball
participant, the absorption of the
suns
warm
tanning ravs
(analagous ol course to the

WELL, YooR. RAW score IS
our of T-O, mormal-lt
AN *F.' NlOW, I'VE ROBAJ_AMCED
THe SCOR65 TO SHIFT WElCaUT
TO A NeW NtET>IAM, IW \NH\CH
TOORS IS NOW EQUAL "VO 2<3 ?4y
zo

digestion of academic matter) of
each sun-bather, the mental
preoccupation of each bicycler
and weekend jet-setter - - all of
these
things are
decisive
indications of
the serious
contemplations of the UOP
students to prepare for final
exams. Each student isawareof,
and does not want to pass up, his
chance to prove to his instructors
just how much he has learned in
the space of a semester. A
wonderful opportunity for all.
One cannot help but admire
the dedication of a UOP student
to his academic affairs and the
maturity with which he delegates
TaME his time between study and
entertainment.
And for the graduating
student it is comforting torealize
that he has never lost his
perspective of the greater
purpose of his four years in
college, for now he can rest
assured of a guaranteed position
in the social hierarchy of
America. Yes, for the UOP
graduate who has worked so
diligently for the last four years,
life will be easy from here on out.

Mountains of books suggest finals are here.
s T R E N G T H
D E_ T A R
c R I T [jf R I A
H A TV A" N A
R E V EFE N T
I T T HZ I c
E c T_
E R A S E S
D I D
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R A P E D
E V E0
I
F L E U R
R E D 0F I N E S
aL 0 G S SI E R R A
T H E A Y E
A c T u A T E
N_ 0 E s I S
a E A R [N M
A L L E EJ a 0 H N Y 0 Uj N G
B A p E G E IJ A_ L
G E L S
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Quaint and Charming
Purr Nostalgia
DECORATED IN RARE
& BEAUTIFUL ANTIQUES

VILLAGE OPTICAL
Formerly
MACEY-TRESS

FOR EYEWEAR
IN ALLSHAPES
ANDSHADES

For his graduation...
or hers...give the watch with
tuning fork accuracy

Bulova Accutron*
The most welcome gift of all is an
Accutron by Bulova. So precise is
the Accutron tuning fork
movement that accuracy is
guaranteed to
within a minute
a month.*
See our full
selection of
Accutron
models now.
From $100.

BORELLI JEWELERS
228 LINCOLN CENTER
478-5870

on the MIRACLE MILE

2051 Pacific

Ave.

•We will adjust to this tolerance, If necessary. Guarantee Is for one year.
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Good Vibes At Oak Park Despite Gas
By ROGER RUBY

CALIFORNIA
FLORAL
FLOWIRS RY
SILVIRIA

VOU WILL RECEIVE
PERSONAL ATTENTION
FROM "JIM ' SILVERIA
ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
AND PLANTS

Rock enthusiasts were
treated to an atternoon ot good
sounds and most important, good
vibes, last Sunday at Oak Park's
Billy Hebert Field. Despite the
abrupt ending that was brought
about by the police tear gassing
some 17,000 in attendance, the
event had some definite high
points.
The Elvin Bishop Group, no
strangers to a Stocktonaudience,

Turn Mother's Day into Mother's Week
by sending your mom a Sweet Surprise
early. Only your FTD Florist has it.
Sweet Surprise #1 is a
radiant arrangement of spring
flowers in a keepsake
container—a hand-painted
ceramic basket from Italy.
Sweet Surprise #2 is the
same lovely basket filled
with green plants and an
accent of fresh flowers,
usually available for
less than $12.50.*
Order your mom's
Sweet Surprise
today!

DECORATIVE CANDLES
DISTINCTIVE GIFTS FOR
ALL OCCASIONS

FLOWERS FOR'
EVERT OCCASION
FUNERAL DESIGNS-SPRATS
WEDDINGS-BANQUETS
DECORATIONS

Sweet Surprise # 1
Usually available
for less than

FLOWERS JtLtGMPHCO

ANTWNfRf

FREE DELIVERY IN
STOCKTON AREA

152 LINCOLN CENTER 477-4408
7 N CALIFORNIA
404-4891

Find out how easy it is to send flowers the FTD way.
Drop in for your FREE Selection Guide. Wherever you
see the famous FTD symbol, you'll be welcome.
(Or write FTD, 900 West Lafayette, Detroit, Michigan
48226.) Most FTD Florists accept major credit cards.
"As an independent businessman, each FTD Member Florist sets his
Own prices. © 1973 Florists' Transworld Delivery Association.

started things off in the early
afternoon with a fine set of
rockin' soul sounds. Bishop was a
master at inspiring the throngs
into partying "Until the Cows
Come Home." One could easily
see by the crowd reaction how
Elvin Bishop is attaining new
heights in popularity with
northern California audiences.
The joys of rock and the agony of
the blues are blended beautifully
by the Elvin Bishop Group.
Canned Heat unfortunately
did not deliver their traditional
"boogie package." The group
itself has undergone numerous
personel changes with only one
original member remaining, Ed
Beyer. This factor definitely
contributed to the groups' lack of
continuity in sound. The crowd
managed to muster some
enthusiasm when the group went
into their old standard "The
Canned Heat Boogie."
One
number
that
particularly caught my fancy
was "framed," a track off their
latest release "New Age." The
tune written by the R & B team of
Jerry Lieber and Mike Stoller
was given a fine rendition by the
band. For the most part, Canned
Heat had the audience either
yawning or going out for a hot
dog.
Buddy Miles Bdnd got the
adrenaline flowing again with his
brand of San Francisco Soul.
Armed with his original
"Electric Flag" drum kit, Miles
launched into a high-energy set
which included a mighty fine
medely of "Down by the River"
and "Them Changes." The horn

and rhythm section was
reminiscent of the first two
"Flag" albums.
Fleetwood Mac completed
the afternoon's music. Featuring
their new lead singer, David
Walker, their sound remained
basically intact from their
earlier albums. This was evident
when they began the setwith Oh
Well', a song which appeared on
"Then Play On." Another song
which they performed was "The
Green Challance with a Two
Point Crown." This cut never
was released in the U.S. but stil
remains part of their repertoire.
My big disappointment, of

course, was not being able to
hear enough material from their
more recent albums- Kiln House,
Future Games and Bare
Trees.The reason for this >s
history in the minds of Stockton
concert goers.
Despite the rather abrup
conclusion to the otherwise
peaceful afternoon, the concei
proved that twenty-thousan
young people as well as peop
with entire families, can enjo
many different styles of m"s'
with little thought of racial
idealogical differences.
Sign-Up To Work on the
Pacifican.
The course for next fall will
be ACO133psi Mass Media:
News Reporting, 3:00-5:0°
MW.
Art Carey of the Stockton
Record will teach the fourunit class 3:00-5:00 Monday
and Wednesday.
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I1ew from
Mfamer Bros.Records
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Spring Fever Hits UOP

Photos by Greg Simpson

DOES THE 1040 FORM
TAX YOUR ARITHMETIC? TRY
OUR ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR.

A-l Kotzin Introduces

TOBIAS TROUSERS
Adds, subtracts, multiplies,
ONLY
divides; does mixed
^ __ _ _
calculations. Has a 10-digit
7095
read-out, 4-position decimal
' S
control, direct credit balance.
Revolving Charge • Custom Charge • BankAmericard • Master Charge • Layaway

WEBERSTOWN MALL

478-1726

The Silhouette is \festerday,
The Fit isToday.

MUSttW
2112 Pacific, on The Avenue
18 S. Calif., Downtown Underground
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Future Fund Discussed
In Budget Hearing
By GEORGE

BLAUFUSS

A memorandum was sent to
ASUOP
Budget
Applicants
concerning their finances for the
73-74 year. The newly elected
ASUOP President, Sue Harlan,
met Calliope, MUN, Naranjado
and The Pacifican last week
discussing future funds.
Due to the week delay of the
elections, ASUOP was behind in
the budgeting timetable so the
memorandum that was sent out
was to rush into the initial
budgeting schedule." Harlan
offered
the
memorandum
recipients two alternatives; 1)
ramrod a budge! through the
Senate, or 2) ask for minimum
guarantee figures which require
summer
or
early
fall
expenditures."

Those, groups needing
ligures to sign contracts over
summer vacation or expend
money before the Oct. 15 would
be the first recommended the
minimum guarantee. A deadline
of April 30 was set for letters
from budget applicants fitting
this criteria for their request of
this minimum guarantee.

ASUOP
Jucidial
Positions
are
now
available: Chief Justice
Attorney General, Student
Defender. Salaries are
available with the deadline
set for May 10 at the ASUOP
office.

From Pansies
To Pot

Farina
French Toast
Ham Slice
l.unch
Clam Chowder
Do. Au (Jratin
Meatloal
Spinach Soullle,
Dinner
Baked Ham
Tiger's Paw
Steamed Brn. Kice
Btr. Zucchini

Several members of ihe UOP
Leadership in Recreation class
instructed by Dr. Evelyn L.
Spring, sponsored a May Day
Festival from 10:30 a.m. to 12:00
noon on May 1. The festival was
held at the Stockton State
Hospital for the patients in
Cottage H.
The May Day Festival
consisted of activities such as
baloon relays, hanging apples,
singing, and the rewarding of
prizes
to
some
of
the
participants.

Saturday, May 3
Breakfast
Wheatenu
Scrambled Eggs
Hash Browns
Lunch Cr. of Chix Soup
Chop Suey
Green Beans
Egg Salad Sand.
Dinner
Rt. Round of Beel
Stulled Peppers
Whipped Pot.

Dinner
So. F'ried Chix.
Lamb Curry
Fluffy Rice
llal. Gr. Beans
Gravy
Spiced Peach

Dinner
Yankee Pol Roast
Vegetables
Chix Cutlet
Btr. Noodles
Peas & Carrots
Tuesday. May 6
Breakfast
Orange Sections
Whealhearts
Scrambled Eggs
Hash Browns
Lunch
Cr. of Asparagus
Cheeseburger/ Bun
Potato Chips
F'.F". Cauliflower
Pork Noodle Cuss.
Dinner
London Broil
Pepper Sa/Wine
Spanish Omelet
Oven Brn. Pot.
Carrots & Celery

F riday. May 11
Breakfast
Pe- r Halves
M It-O-Meal
S rambled Eggs
I ash Browns
.unch
Shrimp Bisque
French Dip Sand.
Egg Foo Young
Beets
Whipped Pol.
Dinner
Beef Slroganolf
Deep Fried Fish
Apple-Yam Cass.
Corn Cobbetles

Wednesday. May 9
Breakfast
Spiced Applesauce
Ralston
Poached Eggs/
English Muffin
Bacon
Lunch
Cr. 01 Mushroom
Tucos/lettuce
& cheese

Saturday. May 12
Breakfast
Cream of Wheat
Fried Eggs
Bacon
Lunch
Chicken Gumbo
Reuben Sand.
Pork Chow Mein
Chinese Noodles
Mixed Veg.
Dinner
Gr. Pork Chops
Chix Pol Pie
Au Gratin Pot.
Country Gravy
Caesar Gr. Beans

Burritos
Mex. Veg.
Dinner
Country Fried Steak
Fried Turbot
Dynasty Sauce
Whipped Pot.
Broccoli

Sunday, May 13
Breakfast
Assorted Juices
Cold Cereals
Lunch
Fresh Straw.
Eggs Benedict
Ham Slices
Hash Browns
Dinner
Ruby Punch w/Raspberries
Rt. Top Round ol Beef
Baked Pot. Sour Cream
Asparagus

Thursday. May It)
Breakfast
Peach Slices
Oatmeal
Banana Pancakes
Sausage Links
Lunch
OF. Vegetable
Bacon. Lettuce
& Tomato Sand.

Monday, May 7
Breakfast
Stewed Prunes
Cream of Rice
French Taosl
Sausage Links
Lunch
Beef Noodle
Ham/Rye
Corn Chips
Btr. Green Beans
Lasagne

Cheese Souffle
Green Peas

SONY
BLACK

rAcl/lc
2314 PACIFIC AVE.

462-6616

IN FOOD - BEER
& PIZZA
With this coupon

$1.00 OFF

Book

afNews

SONY

OP1M
TMUfti.
TIL •

6130 Pacific Ave.- 177 0082

rimi s IT"

> •
i•
>•
j •
i
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On Any Large
Combination Pizza

DINO'S
***

Closed Mon.
Tues.- Thurs. 11 A.M. -11PM- '

Alterations

Fri. - Sat. 11 A.M. -1 P.M.
Sun. 4 P.M. -10 P.M.

Men's and Women's
Laundry Service

7555 PacificAvenue
(Next to Pantworld)
(
r

478-4111

>

]

>

i'
J•

SON V
A WHITE TV

The convenience of
true portability plus the
rugged- dependability
of solid state elec
tronics make Sony B&W
TV a wise choice any
time. Every Sony TV
bears the unmistakable
mark of quality and
fine craftsmanship.

FOR THE BEST

PAYLESS CLEANERS
*****

477-0016

Friday, May 4
Brcaklasl

Sunday, May 6
Breakfast
Cold Cereals
Brunch
German-Apple Pancakes
Scrambled Eggs
Bacon
Dinner
Grape Shrub
Chix wt. P A.
Asparagus
Artichoke/Bacon
Bits & Croutons

Rambling through the dorms
in search of
America, I
discovered
that
people
everywhere are turning to
plants. Plants are warm-natured
little leafy buggers that brighten
up one's life and turn even drab
dorm
rooms
into
jungle
paradises worthy of Rousseau.In
short plants are good clean fun.
. Plants that are popular are;
ivy grown from little hanging
pots spices, flowering plants like
African Violets, and the ever
present marijuana (described in
Websters as an intoxicating drug
obtained from the hemp plant
and smoked by addicts in
cigarettes).
Some people grow pot to be
cute but other more serious
growers are interested in the
cultivation of marijuana for
practical use in making ropes.
Informed sources tell me
that the plants can be grown from
seeds placedunder a moist towel.
When they sprout the shoots are
Plants are planted in small
containers and later transfered
to larger containers as they
grow.
Single plants don't work well
because they never have a
chance to pollinate and even
Plants need a little sex.
To keep the plant from
growing to tall and sparse, clip
the top andit will grow broad and
>ushy.
When beautiful little flowers
start blossoming on the plant its
ready
for cultivation. Pluck the
Plant, dry it, and voila. This is the
fruitful reward of many happy
hours spent caring for the
htarijuana plant.
Well anyway, Happy rope
faking.

7555 Pacific Avenue

May Day
Celebrated At
State

TRAVALE PORSCHE/AUDI
991

N.

EL

DORADO. STOCKTON. CALIF. (2091 94A 5190

SONY

May
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Varsity Opposes Alumns In Annual

4,1973

P

Game

By GENE SAMUELSON
The eleventh annual varsityalumni football game will be
played on Sunday, May 6, in the
Pacific Memorial Stadium. The
alumni will field one of their
usually tough teams, making it
no easy win for the Tigers. Last
year's standouts, Mitchell True,
Pete Carrol, and Steve Lebherz
will all play for the alumni. In
addition, the alumni will have
Mickey Ackley and Dan Reed
alternating at quarterback, with
A1 Mamanny and Cal Rogers at
the running back positions. Other
members of the squad have not
arrived as yet.
The Tigers are rich with

veterans in the backfield, with
Burce Kepplinger, Carlos
Brown, Mike Mangrum and
Willard Harrel, all returning as
lettermen. The offensive line has
all-American candidate Willie
Viney and Dave McEhinney
returning, with Phil Phoades,
Hank Englehart, Bob Bennet,
and Cris Macon filling vacated
positions.
The defensive backfield,
Steve Cuppozzo, Jim Honneger
Vernie Kelley, and L.J. Douglas,
will miss the company of Pete
Carrol. However, Rick Russel
has been excellent at the safety
position.
The defensive front four will

consist of returning players
Larry Bailey, Jack Carter, Steve
Spiro and Brian Sullivan, with
Chuck
Knudsen,
jolln
Liebengood, Dave Hall, and Rich
Boer in the linebacker positions
Coach Caddas is optimistic
about winning the game, Rut
considers it to be important as an
instructional game also. Re
promises more passes than in the
'72 season, but will still rely on
the Tigers' excellent running
game.
The game will begin at 1 p.m.
in the Pacific MemorialStadium.
All revenues from the $1 tickets
will go for support for the
Stockton Quarterback Club.

Co-Eds prepare for Intramural Swim Meet

Tennis Season Closes
By GENE SAMUELSON
The University of the
Pacific's varsity tennis squad
finished out the 73 season last
Saturday. The Tigers finished
with a disappointing 10 wins
against 13 losses. However,
many of the squad members will
be returning next year.
On Tuesday, the 24th, the
tigers were declawed by the CalAggies by a score of 9-0.
However, Davis is recognized as
one of the leading teams in the
area.
The Tigers found their
Thursday match with Stanislaus

State more rewarding. Although
Pete Bohlinger, Mark Weiser,
Randy Widegren, and Weiser
and Kessler all suffered defeats,
the Tigers managed to come out
on top 5-4, with Terry Cater,
Steve Kessler, Clark Emerson,
and Bohlinger and Cater all
turning in wins. The reverse was
the case against Sonoma State on
Saturday, with the squad losing
closely 5-4. Even though Cater,
Emerson, Kessler and Weiser,
and Bohlinger and Cater were all
successful in their respective
matches.

(1. to r.) Defensive team players Chuck Knudson, Carter Corey, Rick Russel, and Gary Orr
await action in a recent scrimmage.

THE OAKRIDGE SALOON
IS

ALIVE AND DOING WELL
DAILY 10 a.m. to 2 a.m.

Crew Comes To UOP

FREE BARBECUE

By STEPHEN HOFFMAN

The Spring of 1973 has equipment. The team is rowing
brought a new sport to Pacific. both a four and an eight-man
After one hundred and twenty shell. Under the guidance of local
two years of
deprivation, coaches Jack Coyne and Tom
SUNDAY MAY 6, 12 p.m.-4 p.m.
students have finally organized a Mcgurk, the crew has been
crew. Until this year, UOP had practicing daily in Smith's
PING PONG TOURNAMENT SUNDAY MAY 6 AT 2
been one of the few major Canal.
After months of dedicated
universities without a rowing
POOL TOURNAMENTS AT 2 p.m.
rowing, tomorrow marks the
team.
EVERY SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
initial race at Oakland's Lake
HAPPY HOUR 4 p.m.-6 p.m. WEEKDAYS
With funds provided through Merrit. The team will compete
a loan to Anderson "Y", students against the Santa Clara and St.
7555 PACIFIC AVE. (IN THE REAR)
were able to acquire necessary Mary's freshmen boats next
weekend. This year's brief
•<*******************ft**************************************** season will climax with the
<
r,
, 1 .J
•
•
rr„„. n
•
ri
1
iDental
Admission
Test
Review
Course
>• Western Intercollegiate Rowing
Championships at Lexington
Resevoir near Santa Cruz. At this
The DAT Review Course is a classroom review course designed to maximize the candidate's performance on
the DAT. Presented by experienced faculty and instructors, it encompasses more than 20 hours of review,
meet, Pacific will collide with
discussion, and examination. These areas are emphasized:
some the top crews in the nation.
Familiarization with DAT content, through the use of test situations which closely simulate the conditions
of the DAT both in timing and difficulty;
Techniques that can be used to answer variqus question-types; such as Motor-Perceptual Ability
questions;
Analysis of the individual candidate's strengths and weaknesses on DAT-type questions.

A supplemental review section isoffered also for the Performance Test required by the University of California
San Francisco.
The DAT Review Course has been effective in helping many pre-dental
students in Northern California. It will beoffered at Davis, andat Berkeley
in September in preparation for the October exam. For additional
information, write or call;

J
I
1

DENTAL ADMISSION TEST REVIEW COURSE
P.O. Box 6076 San Rafael, Ca. 94903
(415)841-8635

ft ********* ****** *********1*0*********************************11

UOP, though short ol
experience has continued to
practice enthusiastically, a™
hopes
for
more studen
participation next year. Nex
Fall will begin the first full ninemonth
season.
Hopeju
additional funds will be availa '
for better equipment (this yea' eight-man shell is 25 years 0 ,
High administration officiahave voiced thier interest
developing a top-rate progrann
Rowing in competition '
Stephen Hoffman, Jay Mulia'X
Frank Jacobs, Phil Hoge, V*
Tabak, Wade Bird, Ban
Francis, Pete Rensel,Toll
coxswains Mike Fields an
Caldecoht.

^|||| VALUABLE COUPON

SURGE HAMBURGER
with onion rings or french fries
and soft drink

BIG SYD'S
— 4227 Pacific Ave.

VOID MAY 11

69ci
47*94T»
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Baseballers Resume PCAA Play
By JIM MCCARTNEY

ers:

eve

'ith

)hn

itic

Friday, May 4
BASEBALL, at San Jose State, 7:30 p m
GOLF, vs. Stanislaus State, Turlock, l p.m.

But I
an

Saturday, May 5

He!
the ]

BASEBALL, vs. San Jose State, Stockton, 12 noon (dh)
TRACK, at San Jose State Invitational, 4 p.m.

ich
ns

on

Tuesday, May 8
BASEBALL, vs. UC Davis, Stockton, 2:30 p.m.
GOLF, vs. UC Davis, Davis, 2 p.m.

"g

Spikers To Compete
At San Jose
Tomorrow the UOP track
squad competes in the San Jose
Invitational. Events entered by
Tiger runners include the 880,
mile, three mile, and six mile.
Coach Jim Santomier said
this week that most of the
members of this year's team will
compete for a local track club
next year: the Big Valley

ntramural
Swim Meet
Scheduled

By GENE SAMUELSON
This
years
biggest
intramural event, the men's and
women's swim meet, will take
place tomorrow at 12 noon in
the UOP pool.Sign ups are now
being accepted in the intramural
office.
Interested
persons may
enter singly or as a team in
the 27 separate events, however,
no person may enter more than
lour events.
There will be four scoring
Places in each event, with
ribbons
being
awarded
respectively. The winners will
also be placed on the intramural
record board. Since a large
turnout is expected, there will be
beat races in some of the events.
No current varsity swim team
Members will be allowed to
compete.

Entries must be turned in by
p.m. today. In addition to the
scheduled events, a male and
female synchronized swim show
frill take place at half-time. This
event will include members of
'he varsity swim team and
Members of the synchronized
swim class.
____

The winning run in the first
game came in the bottom of the
eighth on an infield error with the
bases loaded. Singles by Ken
Marshall and Mike Walsh and a
walk to Dave Abdalla with two
outs set the stage for an error by
the Pioneer shortstop. Rod Bovee
was the winning, pitcher and is
now 8-2.
Russ Word spun a four-hitter
for Pacific in the second game as
he notched his third victory
against four losses. The Tigers
exploded for four runs in the
The Tigers are 22-20 overall. fourth inning. Bob Bloomer's
Last Saturday
Pacific home run over the right field
snapped an eight game losing fence, his first of the year, was
streak by downing Hayward the big hit in that inning.
State twice, 3-2 and 6-0.
Shortstop Ron Zakoor hit a

The UOP baseball team will
resume league play this weekend
with a three game series against
San Jose State. The first game
will be at 7:30 p.m. Friday in San
Jose, and there will be a noon
doubleheader Saturday in
Stockton.
Pacific and LA State are
currently tied for first place in
the PCAA with 8-4 records.
Fresno State, which lost two out
of three to UCSB last weekend, is
now 9-6.

Golfers Prepare
For PCAA Tourney
By BOB CRAWFORD

Harriers.
The athletic department
announced several weeks ago
that track and cross and country
were being dropped for at least
three years. Anyone interested in
competing for the Big Valley
Harriers
should
contact
Santomier.

Order of Events
Women's
100 yard medley relay
200 yard free
50 yard breast
50 back
100 free
100 yard individual medley
50 yard free
25 yard breast
50 yard butterfly
200 yard free relay
25 yard free
25 yard back
25 butterfly
Men's Events
Men's
200 yard medley relay
400 yard free
50 yard breast
100 yard back
100 yard free
200 yard medley
50 yard free
100 yard breast
100 yard butterfly
400 yard free relay
200 yard free
50 yard back
50 butterfly

The UOP golf team hits the
stretch of the 1973 golf season
with just three matches left. The
golfers take on Stanislaus State
in Turlock today and U.C. Davis
this coming Tuesday, in a final
effort to better their dual match
record which now stands at 5-5.
The Tigers have met both
Davis and Stanislaus previously
this season. In the earlier
1 matches
though
Stanislaus
provided the season's first win.
Pacific was beaten by Davis.
The Tigers will send six
golfers to compete in the PCAA
Championships at Silverado
Country Club in the East Bay.
Coach Glen Albaugh has not
made a final decision as to which
players will go but Mark Miller,
Charles Balisha, Mitch Meyer.
Steve Zastrow, Scott Borges,
Rick Alessandri, and Chris
Jordan are the players in
contention lor the six positions.
This tournament will be the last
for the Tigers this year and is
scheduled for May 14 and 15.
Over I he Easter Break the
Tigers
played
in
two
matches. They placed fourth out
of six in the Chico "T Off
Tournament and won matches
against Stanislaus and Nevada,
Reno held in Reno.
Coach Albaugh reflected
hope for even greater success for
the team next year. He was
especially interested in seeing an
expanded
UOP
Invitational
Tournament for next season
This year was the first year of
such a tournament hosted by
UOP, and a great success.

"Bourbon Street"

home run in the first game,
giving him six for the year and
tying him with Abdalla for the
team lead. The former UOP
season record was four.
Franz Vaiarello, who missed
Saturday 's games with an injury,
continues to lead the team in
hitting with a .347 average.
Zakoor is next at .320, followed by
Walsh at .305 and Scott Boras at
.299. Abdalla leads the team in
runs batted in with 29.

Intramurals
Are Over
By JOHN MANGIN1

FOUND

This year's intramural track
and field meet will be held
In gym from Sept. to
Saturday, May 12, at Delta
present:
College's TRACK. The meet will
Numerous
and
varied
begin at 12:30 p.m. with the long
clothin
items,
glasses,
jump being first event on the
caps, keys, and jewelry.
agenda. This meet will be your
Please check at the gym
last chance this year to get your
equipment room to claim
name on the intramural record
any of your lost items.
board.
The meet, which includes
events for both men and women,
The following have'T
will allow individuals to compete
•
been selected as your 1973in a maximum of four events.
I
74 Cheerleaders:
Doug
These events can be either
Kirk, Bill Stoermer, Bruce • individual or team events.
Colton, O'Harrall Sago, .
The deadline for entering the
Amy Bakewell, Sue Krejci, | meet will be May 11. For
Cindy Schlegel, Shannon . applications
and
more
Hager,
and
Mimi
information see either Ross
Gallinatti.
- Cardinalli or Kim Morton in the
intramural office in the gym.

THE

VILLAGE SPORTS CHALET
PRESENTS

SIERRA DESIGNS

(21 or oven

•West Lane Bowl*

c John Henry ]
Now Appearing

ART SUPPLIES
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES

Thru May 19

Free Delivery and Gift Wrap

BRIDAL REGISTRY

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

299 LINCOLN CENTER

Best Band in Town

PHONE 478-5615

(Go Down Parilir to Lincoln Shopping Crater.
We're acrou from The Big Slide.)

1
May
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South Stockton Community
Theatre Built On Kid Power
By

ELLEN POWELL

of 40 kids, about 25 have
Theatre doesn't just happen
on stage. Ideally its energy and completely turned around and
are now turned on to drama.
mood capture the audience and
For the staff the program is
involve them in the experience. A
emotionally
demanding,
strong desire to "bring the
consuming time and energy. Catt
theatre back to the people"
tries to be sensitive to the cast's
motivates Kipp Catt, director of
"Theatre
is
a
the South Stockton Community feelings.
cooperative
art,"
he
explained.
Theatre.
Catt wants to break down the "I'm not always right and
actor/audience barrier
and they're not always right."
The program, begun three
make theatre a celebration. "We
don't want polite laughter," he years ago, was co-funded by the
Neighborhood Youth Corps and
remarked.
The
South
Stockton ASUOP. Catt needs about $20,000
for this summer's program as he
Community Theatre's
production of Celebration hopes to have enough to be able to
exemplified this philosophy. "It pay the kids, as well as cover
was undisciplined and loose. It staff salaries.
As the theatre is not
broke all the rules but the
audiences got bigger and bigger commercial, often not even
and every night we got a standing charging admission, and NYC
ovation," said Catt. "We wanted will no longer fund the program,
to make the audience feel good - - Catt will solicit funds from the
A
benefit
to give them something, and it community.
performance
by
UOP
and
Delta
worked."
The company is composed of drama students is another
about 40 south Stockton kids possibility.
Catt hopes for continued
recruited from local high
funding
by ASUOP, pointing out
schools. As Catt said, "My
excitement matches their energy that UOP is the only school in
California supporting such a
level."
The kids' energy level must program, which helps to link it to
the surrounding community.
be high for the program is a
Tentatively, SSCT will
demanding
one:
combining
classes, for which they receive present adaptations of The
ten units of credit, with practical Curious Savage, Day of Absence,
application by working on and a gospel-type musical. Catt
believes that comedy is often
productions.
It is a valuable learning more effective in conveying a
experience and Catt says that out point than heavy drama.

Debiting
To Conduct
Opern
The UOP Opera Theater will
present The Coffee Cantata by
J.S. Back, and Down in the
Valley by Kurt Weill, in the
Conservatory
Auditorium
Thursday evening, May 10 at 8:15
p.m., and on Sunday afternoon,
May 13 at 3 p.m.
The Coffee Cantata is Bach's
only venture into the realm of
comic opera. Although Bach
himself did not designate the
work as an "opera," all of the
elements associated with comicopera of his time are present;
witty
recitatives, sparkling
arias, and a plot concerned with
the "evils" (and pleasures) of
drinking coffee. Coffee was
evidently somewhat of a moral
issue in Bach's European
continent from Turkey.
Down in the Valley, as its
title implies, is an opera which
uses American folk songs as a
source of musical inspiration.
Such songs as "Down in the
Valley" and "Lonesome Dove"
will undoubtedly be familiar to
most of the audience, and the rest
of the score is equally melodious.
Both works were directed by
Prof.
Frederick
Bersten,
Director of the UOP Opera
Theater. The performances, with
orchestra, will be conducted by
Prof. William Dehning. General
admission
for
either
performance is $1. ASUOP
students admitted free.
Attend the

Big Brake, Inc.
American-Foreign Cars

Bendix

A Discussion - Social
7:30 P.M., May 15

6211 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, California 95207
(209) 476-6547

Firestone Tires
Brakes,
Monroe

Jesus-ian Hour

Anderson Y

Shocks

Sine* 1956

Fallon House Theatre &
Schedules Summer Stock

Seniors Exhibit
Work In Anraal
Art Show

The Department of Art at
COP will display the works of
graduating Art majors during its
annual spring Senior Studio Art
Exhibition.
This
year s
exhibition, under the direction oi
Ronald Pecchenino, Assistant
Professor of Art, will begin with a
public reception on Sunday
afternoon, May 6, from 1 to4 p.m.
on Campus in Anderson Hall.
Work on display will include
oil
painting,
drawing,
serigraphy, jewelry, wood relief
and sculpture, wire sculpture,
Illlllllllllllll!
photography, batik, weaving and I I I !
John Casserley's Dance
ceramics.
Troupe leaves May 12 to spend
Graduating seniors showing
four months in New Zealand. The
their works are Garrett Adams,
company is being sponsored by
Lore Bock, Mark Bock, Lynn
the Queen Elizabeth II Arts
Bohannon, Ton Burnham, Suzi
Council and the Bank of New
Chauvel, Christine Colwell, Gail
DeMartini, Coni Fries, Lynn Zealand.
Casserley,
professor ol
Harmon, Jim Hornback, Lynne
Dance and Mime, will be
Huxtable, Denise Leung, Wil
accompanied by George Akina,
Nicoles, Cheryl Orr, Bruce
Kathy Dillon, and Ann Kinsey.
Osborn, Katie Simons, Bill
They will join a professional
Standridge and Tom White.
dance company and prepare a
The Exhibition will remain
repertory to tour from August 1
in Anderson Hall until May 11, an
will be open to the public from 2
p.m. until 1 a.m. daily.

Seyanuti
LIQUOR - WINE
WINI - DELICATESSEN
Party Supplies - Groceries Keg Beer - Free Delivery

K l l v U : fefiJBI bf-

ECONOMICAL
"CLEAN ONLY"
SERVICE
4 POUND MINIMUM

45*

p*r pound
No waiting—we do
the work lor you.

We're the different moving
company BEWS
MOVING & STORAGE

Whether you're a student who needs to store some books and boxes
until September or a professor who's moving to the East Coast phone
us at 466-1515 or drop by our warehouse at 734 Wilshire Ave. (corner
of W. Fremont St.)

COMPLETE ALTERATIONS
DEPARTMENT

477-0679
SOI Lincoln Confer

OPEN: Monday thru Friday
7:30 a.m. to 6 P-mSqt. 8 a.m. to I p.m»

believed unique to the U0p
program.
Dr. Sy Kahn, chairrhanof the
UOP Drama Department, is
executive director of the Fallon
House company, which has
scheduled the following plays lor
this summer: Joe Manchester's
musical The Secret Life Of
Walter Mitty; Terence Frisby's
comedy There's A Girl In My
Soup;
Lucille Flectcher's
mystery thriller Night Watch;
Neil Simon's comedy Plaza
Suite, and Ben Hecht and Charles
MacArthur's comedy Front
Page.
Performances are scheduled
for 8:30 p.m. on Tuesday through
Saturday, and 2:30 p.m. on
Sunday, and on August 4, 11, and
18. There are no performanceson
Monday, or on July 3, 4 and 10.
Ticket prices are $3 for adults on
Wednesday through Friday and
$1.50 for children under 12. On
Tuesday evenings and for
matinees, all seats are $2.
Saturday evenings are $3.50 for
adults and $1.75 for children.
Season tickets and group rates
are available.
Ticket
information is
available before June 10 by
writing
to
the
Drama
Department. After June 10 write
to
Fallon
House Theatre,
Columbia, CA 95310.

The 24th annual UOP
Summer Repertory Theatre has
been scheduled for June 30
through August 18 at the Fallon
House Theatre in the historic
Mother Lode town of Columbia.
An approximate 20-member
company will present live plays
on an alternating basis during
the seven-week season. The
'students thus earn university
credit while practicing all phases
of the theatre during a
concentrated period of study

VILLAGE @

PROTECT YOMfl "EASY
CARE" GARMENTS
WITH OUR

4, 1973 b

L

DWN
125 E. JAMESTOWN
iLlF.
STOCKTON, CALIF.

PHONE 478 3275

I

yyyy.
"4^

If a retired quarterback
from Mt.Vernon,4^Texas,
can learn to fly,
so can you.
TEA

$500
This Cessna Pilot Center Coupon and
$5 is aH you need for your introductory
flying lesson.

S=EeFbO,:Ri =D
FLYING SERVICE
STOCKTON METROPOLITAN AIRPORT

982-4200
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DEPUTY Warns Of Tomorrow

The Deputy,
by Rolf
[Dclibuth, and directed by Dr. Sy
;a|m, will be presented tonight,
pniorrow, and Sunday at 8 p.m.
the Rotunda.
The fascinating technical
0rk of The Deputy begins and
jds the evening. The voice of
idolph Hitler penetrates the
; jom bringing to mind all of the
jast knowledge anyone might
; save
gained
about
Nazi
ermany.
i
As the house lights dim, so
> lowly, so full of foreboding, the
• jrissetforthehorrorstofollow.
| The first act, however,
I (resents little new material. For
i le cost of the ticket one could
' urchase a similarly informing
icket book. Not that it isn't well
resented it is.
The tension mounts and the
irst act was so effectively built
kat expectations were high at
ie beginning of the second act.
"he show never recovered it's
lood until Patrick Pinney and
lennis Jones meet in the final
rene.
Jones is a Nazi Doctor. Any
nore information about his
unction
might
lessen
his
[fectiveness. His performance
owever, must be mentioned,; it
lade the play.
Jones gives one of the most
arefully hewn characters I've
rer seen on the amateur stage,
"he last I can remember in
lockton was his performance in
lelta College's One Flew Over

f

By JOSEPH LILLIS
the Cuckoo's Nest.
Pinney has been given the
pivotal role of an Italian Catholic
Holy Man. His performance is
consistant and well controlled.
The direction of this man!
however, doesn't match the
artist s style. His gesture
conflicts
heavily
with his
blocking. Pinney overcomes this
and turns in a fine convincing
portrayal.
Amateur
production,
especially educational theatre
presentations, are uniformally
faced with the problem of aging
young people to play older roles.
Of the small parts, Debbie Simon
and Melinda Rosselii were most
believable.
Those with more time
onstage face a greater difficulty.
Michael Bordeaux and Douglas
Haverty were most effective.
They managed to balance safely
on the edge of characiture and
presented
most
interesting
performances.
That balance was not
achieved by Alex Citron. Usually
an effective performer, his past
appearances have merited him
much attention and praise. He
appears here to have been
misguided. In order to press the
point of the play, he, the
Cardinal, was far too broad, too
much
of
an
annoying
characiture. He was somehow
out of place even though he is
intended to portray a pompous
ass.

Senior Project Explores
Eastern Dance Style

I

An Indian Classical Dance
as held in Albright Lecture
iuditorium at 8 p.m. Monday,
lie dances were performed by
larilyn Dunavy and five other
allison students who learned
hem while in India.
The program included a
lemonstration of the basic
Movements or exercises of
lharata Natya, an explanation
'how the dance is learned, and
he performance of several
ances.
This was Dunlavy's »final
(ublic performance on the UOP
ampus'. It was the presentation
"her Senior project which has
Solved taking lessons in the
V Area during spring semester
learn all of the basic
Movements of the dance as
bitten in the ancient Indian
'hastras of Bharata Natya, and
he composition of a new dance.

The program began with
exercises, then dances arranged
in the traditional order of the
most elementary first and others
presented in order of increasing
difficulty.
All
of
the
dances
demonstrated the graceful eye,
neck, and hond movements of
Indian Dance. The participants
were all in complete traditional
costume and jewelry. The other
girls involved were Jean
Spurlock, Mary Larkins, Teresa
Provo. Linda Harris and Katy
Minckler.

SOYLENT
GREEN
People need
it...inthcycar2022.

Mention
of
poor
performances
is
often
unnecessary and without value,
but one bit of casting was
absolutely detrimental to the
play, that was having Michael
Hart play Pope Pius XII.
The crutial scene of the play
shifted the focus (luckily) to the
final Pinney-Jones scene. The
Vatican scene was very very
poor and every time Pinney,
Citron, Haverty, or Bordeaux
attempted to salvage it, the Pope
would speak and all mood,
tension, and concern was lost
Temporarily.
The matter of style is
important. The actors played
multiple roles in many cases.
And in each case the individual's
style was consistant. But it was
consistantly different form the
others on stage. The accents
were confusing and some natural
dialects were unfortunately left
intact.
The Holy men seemed to
present themselves in an equal
manner, their bearing somewhat
similar. In most cases it was the
minor characters, the multiple
roles, that seemed out of place.
The Deputy wasn't just a
play.
It
was a
lesson
masquerading as a play. You
owe yourself that lesson. If you
have
nothing
important
scheduled this weekend like
skiing or surfing or doing your
nails, see The Deputy.

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
There will be an introductory
meeting on the techniques, of
Transcendental Meditation on
Wednesday, May 9. It will be
presented in Anderson Y at 3
p.m. and in Wendal Phillips
Lecture Hall at 8 p.m.
The Students International
Meditiation Society (SIMS) and
the International Meditation
Society (IMS) are sponsoring the
lecture.
For further information
contact SIMS/IMS 478-7990.
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calaveras calendar
Today
8 p.m. The Deputy. Kotunda.
8:15 p.m. Jass Band Beslival. Scottish Kite
Temple.
9 p.m.-I a.m. Asian Cultural Atlair Dance
featuring Sand Callison Dining Hall.
b:30 and 9 p.m. Ballad of Cable Hugue.
Anderson Y Movie. '
8:30 p.m. Angel Street presented by
Stockton Civic Theatre.
7 p.m. and 10 p.m. l.oggins and Messina.
Berkeley Community Theatre.
Tomorrow
8 p.m. The Deputy. Kotunda.
0:30 and 9 p.m. Ballad of Cable lloguc.
Anderson Y Movie.
8 p.ni Humble Pie, Slade, and Steely Dan.
Winterland.
8:30 p.m. Angel Stree. Stockton Civic
Theatre.
All Day. Asian Cultural Fair
Anderson Y. South Lawn:
11-12 a.m. Speaker. Warren Furtani.
12 noon McKinley Elem. Dance
Troupe.
2-3 p.m. "Three-face Dance.
3-5 p.m. Self-defense Demonstration.
3-5 p.m. Classical Chinese Theatre.
5-7 p.m. Free Asian lood served.
Anderson Lecture Hall:
5-7 p.m. Slides and Films on Asian
Culture.
Anderson Y. South Lawn:
Sunday, May 0
8 p.m.The Deputy , Kotunda.
0:30 and 9 p.m. Ballad of Cable llogue.
Anderson Y Movie.
8:15 p.m. Kerry Drew Leyden. Organ. Jr.
recital. Conservatory.
8 p.m. Humble Pie, Slade and Steely Dan.
Winterland.
Monday. May 7
8 p.m. As You Like It, Delta Speech Arts
Auditorium.
Thursday, May 10
0 p.m. UOP Light Opera Theatre presents
Dow n in the Valley and theCoffeeCantata.
Conservatory. FKEE
0 p.m. UOP Light Opera Theatre presents
Down in the Valley and The Coffee
Cantata. Conservatory. FREE.
8 p.m. As You Like It. Delta Speech Arts
Auditorium.
Friday, May II
0:30 and 9 p.m. Slop the World, I Want to
Gel Off. Anderson Y Movie.
8 p.m. As You Like It. Delta Speech Arts
Auditorium.
8:30 p.m. Angel Street. Stockton Civic
Theatre.
8:15 p.m. Senior recital. Elizabeth Nichols,

flute

CURIOUS
.CORNER
2315 Pacific Ave.

and

Julia

De

Tar.

Organ.

Conservatory.

Saturday . May 12
3
p.m.
Alumni
Band
Concert.
Conservatory.
0.30 and 9 p.m. Slop the World.... Anderson
Y Movie.
8 p.m. As You Like It. Delta Speech Arts
Auditorium.
8:30 p.m. Angel Street. Slucklon Civic
Theatre.
Sunday, May 13
3 p.m. UOP Light Opera Theatre presents
Down in the Valley and The Coffee
Cantata. Conservatory.
0:30 and 9 p.m. Stop the World.... Anderson
Y Movie.
8:15 p.m. Linda Webb, piano. Jr. recital.
Conservatory.
Tuesday, May 15
8:15 p.m. Composers Club. Conservatory.
Friday, May IK
8.30 p.m. Angel street. Stockton CivicTheatre.
Saturday, May 19
8:30 p.m. Angel Street, Stockton Civic!
Theatre.
Wednesday, May 23
8 p.m II.M.S. Pinafore, operetta. Delta
Speech Arts Auditorium.
Thursday, May 24
8 p.m. II.M.S. Pinafore. Delta Speech Arts
Auditorium.
Friday, May 25
7:30 p.m. Commencement Convocation.
Conservatory.
8 p.m. H.M.S. Pinafore. Delta Speech Arts
Auditorium.
Saturday, May 20
10:30
a.m.
Elberl
Covell
College
Commencement. Raymond Great Hall.
2
p.m.
School
of
Education
Commencement. Conservatory.
5 p.m. Raymond College Dinner and
Commencement. Elbert Covell Quad
7:30
p.m.
Conservatory
ol
Music
Commencement
and
Concert.
Conservatory.
Sunday. May 27
9:30
a.m.
College
of
the
PacificCommencement. Knowles Hall lawn.
12
p.m.
School
of
Engineering
Commencement and Luncheon. Raymond
Great Hall.
4 p.m. Callison College Commencement.
Callison Quad.

Friday. May 4
8 p.m. Stephen Moreno. Classical Guitar
Concert. Morris Chapel.

"Down4he Alley*

Fine crdffs, by local

ar+isfs/
Deer Shin vest £ ha Iters
Ceramic Planters
rnuas
inch rnoiTL..

"Brother Son
Sister Moon"
PLUS

•What's the Matter with Helen?"

|PGl METROCOLOR - PANAVISION® mgm©
' 8:40

PLUS
7:00 & 10:45

Opens 7:45

"Silent Running'

"Scorpio
PLUS1

"Bananas'

el band!do
72.3<b£, F*V=.i«==».'c

OfUtCOe.
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Music AndSunshinelurnlnto A Nightmare

Student Services
Personnel Selected

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1
organized Fair Housing Board,
Sid Cook is obligated to find and
procure off-campus housing for
students and faculty of UOP.
Both managerial positions
for the Record Store and the
Travel Service still remain open
because applicants are still being
reviewed. The Record Store
Manager is in charge of stocking
UOP also offers students the
the store, hiring and supervising
possibility of managing student
store personnel, maintaining
services on campus. Unlike the
financial
records,
and
students serving directorships,
controlling
inventory.
The
the managers receive an hourly
Travel Service Manager is
wage of $1.65.
responsible for getting students
where
they want to go, how they
Handling the financial end of
student affairs is Dan Nutley. want to go, doing what they want
Acting as Business Manager, it is to do when they get there, with
his job to insure proper the absolute minimum of cost
administration of school funds and hassle.
Finally, there is Sharon
for various student functions.
Hatton working as Rally and
Steve Marlowe, as the Rental Spirit Chairman. She is a
member of the Rally and Spirit
Store Manager is in charge of
hiring and supervising store Committee which is responsible
for all spirit raising activities at
personnel, purchasing goods for
the store, and maintaining the all
intercollegiate
atheletic
condition of the stock. Acting as activities and other events
Manager of
the recently designated by the Senate.

over the Supreme Court,
determines the court docket, and
is responsible for maintaining
accurate public records of all
proceedings and actions of the
court. At the present time, this
position is still open because
applications are still pending.
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Big Savings: Visit your local ASUOP
Travel Service. Get away to almost
anywhere at big savings. Mon.-Fri.
12-2 at ASUOP.

21

20

24

23]
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•
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•28

CHARTERS YEAR ROUND
To more club Fees! 50 Departures,
also NYC, Japan & Australia. Youth
Fares, too. Since 1959. ISTC, 323 N.
Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Ca. 90210,
(213) 275-9190
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© Edward Julius. 1973
ACROSS
1. Exclude
6. Power
14. Cuban Cigar
15. Standards
16. Type Style
17. Showing Deep Respect
18. Carried Out
19. Expunges
21. Prefix: Outside
22. At Any Time
24. Ravished
25. Being: Sp.
26. Provides Meaning Again
28. French Flower
29. Beats
30.
Leone
31. Put Into Action
34.
Have I t
35. Cognition
36. Obtain Knowledge
37. To Go: Fr.
38. Apollo 16 Commander
42. Hardens
43. Bethrow
44. Iranian Coin
45. File Section
46. Famous Golfer
47. African Antelope
48. Menu Term
50, Ascribe
53. Shirk
54. Looked At Slyly
55. Knitted Garments
56. Collect Together

4-0

U-l

44

43

42

48

before in my whole life.
Even at the Chicago riots in
the summer of 1968, people
were warned of what would
happen to them.
He expressed the entire
situation as being "rather
ironic" because "never
have I been so close and had
such fine rapport and
cooperation with police."
"Then some captain makes
an irrational decision to gas
innocent people," he said.
Several
reports
of
unprovoked police attacks
were heard at the city
council meeting, last
Monday
which
was
broadcast live on KUOP
and
was
replayed
Wednesday morning on the
station. The police were
charged with displaying
savage tear gas and billy
club assaults on many of
the people at the concert.
A motion was made at
that meeting to restrict the
use of Billy Hebert Field to
athletic events only. The
motion was defeated.

CLASSIFIE

13

17

16

31

When the band started
to play, they realized that
the power had been shut off.
I asked the officer if the
police had pulled the plug.
He didn't know and he
quickly left backstage. The
group and myself gestured
to the crowd that we had
lost power but to hang in
there. All of a sudden tear
gas came pouring into the
park from the left side.
Members of the band
and myself fled to the
dressing room. While
taking refuge inside, a
policeman with a "pepper
fog machine" (gun that
sprays; tear gas)cameinside
the dressing room and
gassed all of us.
"When I returned to the
stage, I found that 20,000
people had dispersed in
three minutes time.
Strand emphasized
how people could not tell
what was going on outside
the ball park from the
inside:
"Most people didn't

even know something was
wrong. Thousandsofpeople
were sitting on the field
enjoying good music when
suddenly the power went
off. They all just sat there
not knowing what was
happening, and and then
came the gas. Some gates
were locked so it was
impossible for that many
people to get out of the park
without getting hurt. The
fences were torn down only
because the people were
trying desperately to
escape the gas."
Strand firmly stated
that
there
were
no
instances to provoke such
an attack and that he had
"several witnesses who can
confirm that." "Thisaction
by the police was void of
any mercy for anybody,"
he exclaimed.
"I handle crowds like
this all the time. It's my
whole life. The police
disregarded my experience
and showed disrespect for
my profession. I've never
seen anything like this

FOR SALE

SERVICES

15

14

32
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51
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Targum CW73-4
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DOWN

1 . Grammatical Case

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
20.
23.
25.
27.
28.
30.
31.
32.
33.

3t.
36.

38.
39.
40.
41.
43.
46.
49.
51.
52.

Escaped
Sports Item: Fr.
Black Cuckoo
Ethnic Disturbances
Abrades
Threes, as in cards: Sp.
Tore Apart
French Season (pi.)
Saul" s Uncle
(song)
Mountain
Color Lightly
Cape
Concealer
Gamut
Declines to Accept
_ of Aquitaine
Natural Talent
Of Strong Emotion
Utopia
Word Game
Delicatessen Food
Discloser of Secret
Light, Derisive Laugh
Tree Trimmers
Medieval Entertainer
Medieval Turks
French City
Stuck Together
Flat-bottomed Boat
Jargon
Government Agency
Hebrew Letter
Vegetable

Answers on Page 5

ALOHA, KAMAAINA SENIORS
For free information on jotj
opportunities
in
Hawaii aftei,
graduation write to: Kamaaina
Career Opportunity Day, Box 9668,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96820
SPANISH OR MATH
We stock
typewriters in Spanish, French,
Hebrew, Japanese, Math, and script,
at no extra charge. Rent to try before
you buy!
San Joaquin Business
Machines, 130 N. California, 465-5881
Weekly Development Class in E S P
for serious minded only. Call 948-3325
for information.

HOUSING
Sublet Country House: Avaible JuneSept. (ortill Jan.) 31/2bdrms. 15min.
to campus. $150/mo. Grad students
pref. 369-8319.

Summer Rental:
Bedrm., 1 bath,
rm.
aircond.
furnished. Close
9809.

June 1 to Sept. 1. 3
large backyard. 1
$185/mo.
Partly
to school. Call 465-

For Rent: Furnished 3 1/2 bdrm.
house close to campus. Negociable
$175/mo. rent. Water & garbage
included. Mid May-Sept. 8. Call Bill
Brown at 464-7901 or 946-2377.

For Sale: Bundy clarinet. Very nice
condition. Asking $150. 951-0266.
For Sale: Smith-Corona portable
typewriter. Good condition. $60. Call
477-8597 after 6 p.m.
Posters: Cover your cruddy walls
With our beautiful posters. Family
Book Store in Weberstown Mall.
For Sale: Teac 4010-S with acc. &
tapes: exc. cond. $325. Sony TC-230
rcdr.; hardly used, cost $230, sell
$125. call 477-7265.
For Sale: 21b. down sleeping bag. one
year old. $25. call 931-0144.
For Sale: Fully chopped 650cc
Triumph with BSA frame. Lots of
Chrome. Engine reblt. with radical
cam. 14 inches extension with 1 inch
rack in the frame. 14 coats primer, 14
coats of gold, and 26 coats of candy
apple red. Asking $1800. Cal (Lodi)
368-7807.
For Sale: 5 gal. fish tank with all
accessaries included. Reasonably
priced. Call Rick at 466-1619.
For Sale: '72 Honda SL-70 cycle. $285.
Also '71 Honda CB-100 street cycle.
$230. Both excellent shape. Call 4777957.
For Sale: Stereo system. Nikko
amp., Adventspkr's, P.E. turntable,
Sony 8 track deck, and headphones. 1
MO. OLD. $615. Price 113, 462-9824.
For Sale: Men's bike. 26 inch.
Excellent cond. $35 or best oiler. Call
477-7802.
For
Sale-1970
Honda
CB10C
motorcycle.
Great shape.
End
campus parking problems.
$245.
477-7957.
For Sale: 1972 Maico motorcycle.
400cc
motocross
in
excellent
condition. See Ken Marshall, Rm. 101
South Hall.

Typing: Will do typing in my home.
Also, do poster work for churches,
schools, organization. Call 477-1760
Expert Typing: Genevieve Macias
Dissertations - Theses
Term Papers, etc.
Hours: 6pm thru 10pm
Phone. 478-0354
VW Service on campus for less.
Tune-ups, valve adjustments and
brakes. Jeff Stagg 462-6785.
Learn To Fly! Low Rates! Private
pilots license and advanced ratings.
Certified night instructor. For
information call Steve Kander - Ph9510281

HELP WANTED

Help Wanted: If you are interested 1#
earnin^from $100 to $1,000 and up ui
your spare time call 478-7566.

MONEY! You can earn over $30,00JJ
Crazy ','|
with
NO
sweat.
r
Impossible? Illegal? It is not! L
462-9346. Ask for Clark. If not there
leave a message and number to-ca

Wanted: Male students needed
psychology experiment. Will Pay
lor 45 minutes. Call Psychology
at 946-2183 or drop by and leaven
& number. We will call you.
OVERSEAS

Australia, Southeast Asia, A' 1poi
,''
Europe & So. America
(
information on employment ^
Int'l Overseas Services, P-u6534 Burbank, Calif. 91505.

;ht'l
J
s ||
Lost: 2 nec:-klaces, Abalone
Scrimshaw of a tree.
•n t(
valuable. If found please re
Pamila Perry. 478-4311.

